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who
educate children well
are more to be honored than
parents, for these only
gave life, those
the art of living well.”
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Thank you STAFF

The Essential One

- Tsering Dolker
XII D Comm..

- Tenzin Choezin
VIII S
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Editorial

Tribute

Dear Readers

Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan

September has been observed

Former President of India

as Teachers Day, in India.
In the year 1965, some of

The month with one of the most imortant national holidays has arrived, Staff Day, 5th
of September. On this day, a diplomat, a scholar, an ex-president of India and above
all, a teacher was born.

the prominent students of
Late Dr S. Radhakrishnan
organised a gathering to pay

We celebrated this Auspicious day every year, with our most sincere appreciation
and gratitude for all the hard work, dedication and care showered on us by the
admirable staffs and teachers. Being away from home and spending most of the
year in school, the teachers and staffs play a huge role in our growth to become a
responsible adult of tomorrow. As the adage goes, “A teacher affects eternity. You
can never tell where his or her influence stops.”

obeisance to that Great
Teacher of repute. In that

In India, 5th Sept. is

gathering, in his speech Dr

celebrated as Teachers' Day

Radhakrishnan expressed his

as a mark of tribute to the

deep reservation regarding

contribution made by

his birth anniversary

teachers to the society.

Personally, whenever I feel down or am on the verge of giving up, the dedication and
hard work of the staffs has always inspird me to keep going. Your patience towards
us always leaves us baffled. It has always motivated me to become a better person.
And I want to use this platform to thank each one of you. You all have mould us in
one way or another, which will be a part of us for all the times to come. I want you all
to know that all your hard work won't go in vain, and that it is appreciated
tremendously.
And for this day, my fellow students of class XII have been preparing a diverse
cultural dances to express our genuine gratitude to you all. This issue of Echo is
dedicated to all of you. The pages hold the messages and tribute to you all. The
untold things confessed, Sincerity bestows these pages. Hope you all enjoy the
day.

celebration, and emphasised

5th September is the birth

that his birth anniversary

anniversary of a great

should be celebrated as

teacher Dr. Sarvepalli

'Teachers' Day', by paying

Radhakrishnan, who was a

homage to other Great

staunch believer of

Teachers of India and

education, and was a well‐

Bangladesh. Since the year

known diplomat, scholar,

1967, 5th September is

the President of India and

celebrated as Teachers' Day

above all, a teacher. When

till date.

some of his students and

courtesy: www.careerindia.com

friends approached him and
requested him to allow them

“Teaching is not just another

to celebrate his birthday,

Thank you for teaching us how to read and write,
For guiding us to distinguish between what's right and wrong.
For allowing us to dream and soar like a kite,
Thank you for being our friend, mentor and light.
Happy Staff Day!

- Sonam Wangmo, XII B Sc., EDITOR
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profession.

he said, "instead of

It is a divine responsibility to

celebrating my birthday
separately, it would be my

guide and enlighten.”

proud privilege, if 5th

-Shri. Narendra Modi
Primer Minister of India

September is observed as
Teachers' day". From then
onwards, the 5th of
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A Special Soul

always be beside you.
We keep on doing the wrong cause
we don't feel the gratitude. And as
we know, feeling of gratitude is the
essence of our life and if we don't
do that we are not living a
meaningful life. So, it's not too late
to feel it but if not now than never.
So better late than never.

-Karma Tsokey, XI D Comm.
I quote “teacher opens the door, but
you must enter by yourself” I
unquote.
First and for most, we all want to
wish you a very very happy staff
day and hope this day would be a
wonderful day and a day full of
memories.

“Dead people get more roses than
the living ones, because regret is
greater than the gratitude”

Teacher, a light for a dark place, a
guide to a lost being, a second
parent to a child and a special soul
for us.

So not to regret later, we should feel
the gratitude from now on. Thank
you and sorry are two small words
that makes a relationship stronger.
Bout we students never let this
words come out for teachers. We
should overcome this problem. We
should say it with no hesitation as
it's also a part of gratitude. And it will
always get you in a bright sight.

The combination of a teacher and
student is like a pizza with double
cheese, a popcorn with a pepsi and
a maggi with chips.
In this big blue busy world, some
choose teacher as their job. But all
the educated persons were once a
student and that shows we all have
our teachers and what we are is all
by their efforts and hardwork. So, it
becomes our precious duty to feel
the gratitude, and not only by
feeling it, we should show it out in
the form of obeying them and by
following their advice. But by
knowing it, we insist on doing the
wrong.

Teachers are really like our
parents, we share our happiness
as well as our sorrows together.
They are the path we walked upon.
We should make the path stronger
rather than letting it go weaker.
And lastly, we all are immensely
thankful for the uncountable love
and care towards us. We always
have you behind us and we will
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should always respect our teachers
as our own parents and make them
feel proud. But, there are some
students who never respect their
teachers because they always
explore the negative side of the
teacher. And those students will
never achieve anything in life until
and unless they improve or change
their mind set towards the teacher. I
think those students are narrow
minded who blame their teachers
just to escape from that particular
situation. Last but not the least, we
consider today as the most beautiful
time of the year as every student are
getting the chance to thank all the
staff for their great effort to make us
a good and a self-reliant person.
THANK YOU.

We are highly sorry for the scars we
have made and the tears you hide.
It will be really hard to forget to
remember you and your smile in the
hardest time. We feel really very
special to have special souls like
you.
Thank you for your smile and your
precious helping hand.
Thank you!!!

Bonne Jounee Des
Enseignants
- Sonam Choedon, XII P
Comm.
The day comes once a year, where
we could gratefully make every staff
feel that they are the one of the
most beautiful and precious gift in
our lives. Though some of the
students maybe a headache for
them but during that day even the
headache turn into smile. And
apologies are accepted. 5th
September is not only an
enjoyment day but also a day when
we show our humble appreciation
to our teachers. Students should
always feel the greatness and
hardwork of the teachers and we

Thank you Staff
- Tsering Dolker, XII D Comm.
It's the time of the year when we
think about what we are thankful for.
And while some words are spoken in
thankfulness, a lot goes left unsaid.
I'm sure there are days that cause
you to question if any of your work is
m a k i n g a d i ff e r e n c e t o y o u r
seemingly unappreciative students.
I want to assure you in this letter of
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your vast power of influence.
Believe me it really makes
difference and that makes your job
one of the most important jobs in
the world amidst the light
remuneration, you understand the
grave importance of your
occupation and you do not take that
responsibility lightly.

the patience you have while you
were dealing with us. You guys
have been an epitome of strength
and a great pillar of support to all of
us. Such that you have been the
motivational spirit for us in all
respect.
And for that we are truly grateful
and we sincerely thank the
teachers for your valuable
contribution, guidance and
encouragement that have given
new impression to our work.

Thank you for your patience. Thank
you for molding the young minds.
Thank you for swallowing every
negative generalizations people
may make about you and knowing
in your heart that what you
accomplish in school is worth it all
than some. Without you, we would
have been lost, thank you for
guiding us, inspiring us and making
us what we are today. Happy staff
day

We truly appreciate you for
understanding the situation fully,
for spending your time with us and
for sharing your values with us.
Every moment is being cherished.
Thank you for being an
indispensable part of our lives.
Wish you a happy staff day.

We are grateful

significantly greater than any other
times in our history.

look after us and cook for us and
never let us be hungry. Nurse takes
care when I am sick. They are the
reason why I recover from the
illness. You all are my big-gun. You
always advise us not to be
slandered, knavery etc. You teach
us every word evidently that's why
because of you I am on the right
way. We have contempt and make
you sad, I am really sorry from the
bottom of my heart. Today is your
day so I want to wish you all a very
happy staff day.

Today many of us live in school,
distance away from the place
where we were born or grew up and
separated from our families. But
their presence just makes me feel
the same way that we spend with
our families. They help us in
distress and on decision making
and lighten our burden.
A teacher can reflect back how we
came in the world. They also bring
out the positive side in our nature
that we would have never
discovered. They inspire us to
achieve our dream and this
unconditional love nurture us and
show us the right way to success.

May you all live al long and a healthy
life. Love you all.

The essential ONE
- Tenzin Choezin, VIII S
I was about to fall,
On the wrong side
When someone came and
Helped me change

My School parents
- Tenzin Dasel, IX S

The role of Teachers

-Tenzin Wangmo, XII B Sc.
“Teachers appreciate being
appreciated, for teacher appreciation
is their highest award.”
- William prince

- Tenzin Yangkyi, XII S Sc.
History is full of examples of kings
who had the company of great
person who were their guru,
p h i l o s o p h e r, g u i d a n c e a n d
administrators. The role teachers
play in our lives has become

Throughout the year, we indeed
realize that it is easy to misbehave
and spot the bitterness in your
behavior but it is difficult to realize
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In this universe everybody has
parents. I also have one. Some are
dead and some are alive. Mine are
both alive. I left my hometown and
came here to study and in this
school, I got so many parents. I
already recall all the staff as my
parents because teacher teach-us,
friends care for us, home mothers

I was once a task,
I felt like giving up
But then someone came and
Made me strong
I cried and cried,
Alone in the darkness,
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Thukje Nang

When a light came and
Helped me stand

A tender of teaching method
A bower of love and care
Waking the dreary one into
anxious to learn
It is all that teachers have ever
done

Stuck in the middle of the road
I was in a chaos
When a person came and
Guided me through the path

Being unanimous to be a second
parent
For every single student
Being self-possessed and
cheering the
Students to walk on the next level

My heart was broken.
No one to support me,
When a rainbow appeared and,
Made my problems vanish
The guidance the person gives,
The support the person gives
The essential one in my life,
None other than my beloved
teachers,
Thank you from the bottom of my
heart.

The person who have
Never averted a single student
And making amendments
On the wrong doings
Cherishing the life
Of the students by teaching
Want to convey our
Love to you teachers

Undeniable hardworking
Teachers
-Tenzin Lhamo, VIII S
A phenomenon in a student's life
Whose intentions, ambitions aim
Is to make that student great
Who always predict and expect
better for the students

Changing the students abhorrent
Into its accomplishments
We praise you for your
Immense hard work
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This is the family which is the
greatest
Assets that we all are proud to
share
You all have done so much and
we
Are very grateful to have you all
“thukje nang”

- S. no. 10, XI B Comm.
Time passes and we are 12 now
It's real said “time and tide waits
for none”
It's our time to depart soon and
before we go
There's a few unsaid words that
needs to be said

Guru
- Migmar Tsering, XII B Sc.

We (all students) came to this TCV
family in dark and blank
We are able to explore with some
lights
These lights are nothing but the
love, the friendly rapport,
parental care,
the feeling of belongingness,
memories, hard work , that you've
provided us

It is a title that should never be
underestimated
As there is a saying ‘don't judge a
book by its cover'
What we have become and little
knowledge
We know are all given by them.
They put their
Best to make sure we survive in
this cruel
World in beautiful ways

It would be a crying shame if we
disperse with no 'thukjes’
that's why here I am on behalf of
all the students,
I would love to give you all a
heartfelt thanks to all the staffs of
TCV

The seat they take seems easy to
get, some may
Say or think yet know that the
responsibility
They take on different levels of
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school life
Being a parent, brother, sister,
friend, and others
Only to make us stand up and
walk up front
Supporting physically and
mentally
The achievement of students
seem their
Own, with pride they walk when
they
Hear that their student did well
in life and
Living a good life
They feel great sense of
happiness
The love and time that they
Spend, seem worthwhile

Thank You

today

- Tsering Deckyi &
Dawa Choedon, XII S Comm.
Thank you all the teachers
for guiding us from then to now
for letting us know ourselves
for making us realize our
weaknesses
for making us perfect in our own
ways
for helping us to stand every
time we fall
for all the sacrifices you have
made for us
for bearing all the problems we
have created

thank you all the other staffs
for taking care of us when we are
sick
for giving us an energy to study
for providing us late night
services for us
for working extra hours for us
and for being there for us every
time we needed you all
lastly thank you so much for not
giving up on us
thank you on the behalf of all the
students of this school
HAPPY STAFF DAY

Putting yourselves second and us
as firsts
You are the one who gives us a
new sight,
To make us reach the greatest
height,
To give us the greatest chance or
opportunity
To explore the world
You are very admired being
Who's caring, kindness, and
loving
Whenever there is struggle
That special one is always there

You all are very Special
thank you all the wardens or
matrons
for caring us like your own
children
for treating everyone the same
for being there to solve our
problems
for letting us know our
responsibilities
for worrying for us when we are
in problems
also for making us what we are

Giving support in difficulties
and tough times
Making effort to make them
bearable
Without any self- interest, they
give their
All to us
Thank you all
May god bless you
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- Thupten Gyurmey, XII D Sc.
A happy and bright smile,
Contagious to all
With a heart of gold that never
fails
A super role model for every one

You stood close to me like a
friend,
You always motivated me,
To become the best I can possibly
be
Now will always have great
memories of you

The one who introduces us to a
new vision of life,
And make us as sharp as a knife
You are the one who is always
there to help others,

Whenever I look up to you,
I see rays of sunshine
Shining in on the road
I always believed that's god gift
from heaven
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Gracias Por Todo
You are very special, wanted you
to know
How fast the time did go!
Thank you for helping me
To leave all that I know

- Tenzin Gyurme, XII D Sc.
As much as it is needless for me
to say,
I shall still say this to you all
(staff members)
Because your help and kindness
were
More than what we asked for

I will always remember you
As through the years I grow
I will definitely miss you
And gonna miss this school for
sure

You are all a great sun as an
individual,
Whose light reaches the end of
our galaxy
Your kindness and love shone so
brightly
That it cleared the darkness
Of a whole class or two.. or
many more

I know the reason why
I am feeling very sad and
emotional
As we have to say goodbye soon.
Thank you all for everything!
I would like to dedicate this
poem to
all the staff members
wish you all a very happy staff
day!
Enjoy your special day thank
you

We students may have many
paths
That we can follow,
But it is thanks to you all,
That we can choose the correct
one
You are all blessings form the
above,
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Angels disguised as humans
But today I ask you all,
Free yourselves from the chains
of work
And enjoy this day to the fullest
HAPPY STAFF DAY

Me. So, thank you so much for
everything
You all have ever done for me
You all have become a part of me
Once again thank you to each
and every one of staff members of
TCV Bylakuppe and HAPPY
STAFF DAY

Dear Staff
-Tenzin Choetso, XII S Sc.

Inner voice of a student
for a teacher

It has been almost 12 years since
I came to this very school. Right
now
My schooling year is near to
end. Just
Turning back the pages of my
past
Memories, in every moment of
my memories
You are present to teach me how
To handle the journey called life

- Tenla, X B
Dear teacher,
You are the one who makes our
future bright
You are the one who work from
day to
Night like a robot
You are the one who hold our
hand and pull
Us from darkness to brightness
You are the one who devote whole
life for our
Better future.
You ignore all our negative words
and actions
You always motivate us to study
for our nation
You are like a light to darkness

My beautiful school life will be
incomplete
Without you all. There will
remain
A sore in my heart if I do not
Say thank you to the people who
Taught me everything and
supported
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You are the most valuable
resource on this earth
Thank you so much for you care
and love
We will repay your gratitude on
one fine day
At last but not the least.
We the students of class 10 'B'
would like to
Wish all of you a very
HAPPY STAFF DAY.

Away from conflicts ans crimes.
You're my favourite teacher,
This is obvious and clear,
When I'm in your class.
I open my ear.
I may not be perfect
But they are the perfect guide for
Me to have a perfect future.
I hope and i
Pray, you will
Be our teacher
Next year!!!

Teacher

Chances are

- Tenzin Choedon, IX D

- Kalden, X D

Teachers are dedicated,
To our education,
That is their passion,
And our liberation
Their sincere kindness,
Warm feelings,it brings.
They guide and protect us,
Under their wings.
Thet don't just instruct,
But encourage and believe,
That there is nothing out there,
Which we cannot achieve.
They think about
Our future all the time,
Work tiredlessly to direct us,

Joined this school since
kindergarden
Ate tingmos since kindergarden
Joined since kindergarden,
chances are
Got a well basic education.
Fought with many students in
school
Gave many, got many as well
Fighting with children, chances
are
Became more friendly than ever
Got beaten be beloved teachers

Interactions with teachers,
chances are

A teacher,
Are the human ,
Which is created by the god,
And sent to this earth,
With pure heart,
And very sincere spirit,
The life without teacher,
Is like a life
With is not even half done.
Teacher are the forth basic need
In this world
Because of them,
We can use our precious brain,
Thank you.
We can discover something,
Which is something different,
That we can learn,
Different things from them,
And they teach us,
So sincerely and kindly,
Then it would to great
To say that's they are our
Forth basic need.
Not only to us but
To the whole world.

Being in a better relation with
teacher.
Teachers teach with enthusiasm,
Teachers gave advices from
heart
Gave precious knowledge,
chances are
Gifted a handmade card by
students.

TEACHERS - Our
Fourth basic need
- Tenzin Norzom, IX D
A raindrop,
For the drought place.
A food,
For the starving people.
A doctor,
For the patient.
A sun,
For the day.
A prime minister,
For the country.
And a mother ,
For the family.
They are like

Got praised by many teachers
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Thanks for Everything

just because of you.

- Jhama Lhamo
Tsukwontsang XII B Sc.

I was growing up and through all
my life, 'Teachers’
You showed me the right path of
the road.
'Teachers' you all spend your
whole life giving qualityeducation and pushing us for the
best.

Whatever I am now has a story
behind,
I was seven years old and it was
my first dayat school, I tightly grabbed my
mother's finger,
I was crying and was afraid to let
her go.

Like a coconut tree, I have
reached height,
For the determination and
strength, you all aremy lifetime guru, which I can
never forget.

In a sudden, I was with someone
else holding my hand and all my
fear was gone.
She wiped my tears and took me to
class.
It's when my brain started to
work,
I understood that a teacher is the second mother I had.

For you had given me the power
of love, strength, hope and care.
'Teachers' you all are my core of
hearts,
And on this special moment, 5th
September,

I'm glad that I lived under your
guidance.
'Teachers' your efforts have made
me a strong person.
You taught me all, all you know.
All the manners and values I have
are-

May you smile and laugh like you
never did, I on behalf of all the
Bylakuppe students would like to
Wish you a “happy staff day”,
And thank you for everything.
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Tremendous love to our
Second Parents

When the baby-bird is on the
nest,
Baby-bird wouldn't feel the value
of nest.
When the baby-bird is on the
muddy area,
Bird will realize the worth of
nest.
Sometimes, we tend to forget the
worth,
We don't learn and listen to your
word,
And we tend to feel more
independent.
The time when we realize the
worth, it's already late!

-Deckyi Dolma, XII B Comm.
How can we survive with half
soul?
What if the path to the future is
blind?
What if we give up at the last
moment?
What happens, if our track is
wrong?
We all get a man with open
heart,
Man with full of patience, full of
determination.
They motivated us with strong
feeling of love,
Even if the student was the
naughtiest.

This is the platform where we can
thank,
Thank you for your
determination, and care.
Thank you for helping us and
standing side by side.
Thank you for keeping us your
first priority.

They give us their soul to make
difference,
They guide for the future with
alternative choice,
They teach us, not giving up is
the most challenging,
They bring us back on the right
track.
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Teacher
-Tenzin Nyima, VII S
Like a sun,
You bring shine in our life.
Like a soul,
You are always there for us.
Like a mom,
You care us so much.
Like a friend,
You give us joy and fun.
Like an army,
You always protect us.
Like a team,
We work together.
Thank you for everything that you
have done for us and also sorry
that we have mistaken for you!

You sacrificed your happiness

profit.

And bring happiness in-

Should I believe thief?

our lives.

But they steal things from others.

I am really enslaved of your

Oh! Should I believe teachers?

Love and kindness.

Of course, they are always helping
me-

I feel gratitude for your
Action in my life.
You are god among the god.
You are all I have.
You are my path maker.
I respect you fromCore of my heart!
I wish you happy staff day!!

To whom I should
Believe the Most
-Tenzin Namdol 'A' , VII D

A kind hearted teacher

To whom I should believe the most,

-Tenzin Zompa, VII D

Should I believe my enemy?

You are everything I have,

But they won't keep my secret.

Your nice voice, make me-

Should I believe priests?

willing to learn more.
Your each knowledge help-

But they were busy preaching the
people.

me to become rich.

Should I believe doctors?

Burn yourself to give light-

But they treat patients.

to other.

Should I believe shopkeepers?
But they are always thinking about
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Words of Thanks
-Tsering Choeden, X D
Hearty welcome to all the staff!
Awaiting this day from the past few
days.
Patience to all the students for thePrime purpose here is to let
Your teachers and staff enjoy this
day!
Teacher teaches from the heart
Expressing all knowledge to
student's heart
Abyss us with all information
Charm us with their determination
Hides all their problems and
instead
Embrace us with love and
dauntless
Remind us that we must be fearless.
Sturdily they look after us
They'd be our mother, nurse
And all those staff whom we don't
know muchFor all they do, their intention is
For all the students so that it might
help us.
Do all the little things that teachers
And staff expect fromyou and believe me, this will change
you!!!
HAPPY STAFF DAY!!

to go through right path.
Not only this, they teach us
Everything we want to learn.

Teachers’ Day
-Tenzin Rigchok, VIII S
A teacher has a special place,
in every student's heart.
A teacher teaches from her heart,
with lots of love and care.
Every great person is taught by a
teacher,
who guided him to become great.
She teaches us from right to wrong,
inspires us to be strong.
She cares in every way,
in my heart she will always stay.
So thank you for doing everything,
that has made me accomplish
everything.
Thank you teacher,
You will always stay in my heart!!
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